
Chapter 1: 
The Evolution of an Industry

(p.10) a complete image was carved onto a piece of wood 
and remaining surface area – the letters – were inked and the 
cut-out areas were not. A sheet of paper was pressed down 
onto the wood block and then peeled away carefully. The ink 
was transferred onto the paper and an image produced.

(p.10) because typos could be corrected and decorative 
elements created

(p.10) c. China

(p.10) 1455

(p.10) True

(p.12) matrix of assembled metal type characters was  
first inked and then pressed against a sheet of paper,  
thus transferring the image

(p.12) invention of photography; offset litho

(p.12) Frederick Ives; a halftone

(p.12) b. zinc, d. copper

(p.15) 1949; darkroom-operated mechanical devices that 
project the image of the letters, one at a time, onto a strip  
of photographic paper

(p.15) False, enabled automatic spacing

(p.15) four fonts

(p.15) b. computer to plate

(p.16) letters were displayed at a single, fixed resolution

(p.16) were based on vector outlines for each character  
which meant lettering in a single font could be scaled  
to whatever sizes were required
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(p.16) one to produce a screen image (the printer font metrics 
file), the other (the printer font binary file) to send the vector 
outline information to the printer

(p.16) fonts are made up of a single digital file

(p.16) the same file will operate on both PC and Mac systems; 
can support widely expanded character sets and layout 
features

(p.17) photographically – analogue process i.e. physical;
electrostatically – digital

(p.17) d. Newton’s Rings

(p.17) in US negative-working film and plates are more 
common, in Europe and Asia almost everyone uses positive-
working materials instead; negative plates can be protected 
for future use with a thin coating of gum arabic whereas 
image on positive plates will continue to be affected by light 
and will not be of much use after the protective layer of ink 
has washed off

(p.19) In a CTP workflow, digital files are used to make plates 
instead of generating film as a first stage.

(p.19) as no film no image faults caused by foreign objects 
getting between the film and plate; no registration problems 
caused by ‘film stretch’; degradation of dots caused by  
dot gain is diminished and printed images are sharper  
and registration better; environmentally better because no  
longer a need for chemicals associated with film processing 
and manufacture

(p.19) plates themselves are imaged right on the press  
by an array of lasers advantages – quality is potentially 
increased, set-up time is decreased, costs reduced

(p.19) False, use either toner or a mix of toner suspended  
in a liquid vehicle

(p.20) the cost of generating each page tends not  
to decrease with volume; each time the drum revolves,  
the image can be changed
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(p.20) d. cyan, magenta, yellow and black

(p.20) cornflour is used as an ‘offset spray’ 

(p.22) instead of printing sheets, prints a continuous roll
prints faster and commonly prints both sides of the sheet  
in the same pass

(p.22) True

(p.22) packaging

(p.22) ink is poured onto a mesh along one of the edges  
of the frame. The screen, which is a porous membrane, 
carries on it the image background which acts as a non-
porous stencil. As the ink is pulled across the membrane  
by a rubber-edged squeegee, ink is forced through the 
porous areas and onto the page beneath.

(p.23) because makes banknotes hard to forge
diamond-etched copper plate or a laser-etched polymer 
resin plate

Discussion / essay questions

Discuss the changing face of graphic design and printing. 
Consider how digitization has been a major development for 
graphic designers and the latest developments in printing 
methods. (pp.9–23)

Consider the environmental disadvantages of traditional 
printing methods. What environmental benefits are there to 
CTP, DI and digital printing? What can you do to encourage 
more environmentally-friendly printing? (pp.9–23)

Chapter 2: 
Four-Colour Printing Explained

(p.26) b. AO

(p.26) allow extra space for registration marks, printer’s 
marks or trim marks; R and SR, SR has more trim space  
to allow for more information
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(p.26) text (book), cover stocks, group combining ‘bond’, 
‘writing’ and ‘ledger’ paper

(p.26) how many pounds (lb) 500 sheets of the ‘parent’  
size stock weigh

(p.26) c. 8 ½ x 11 in

(p.27 and p.155) the layout governing how pages in a 
multi-page job need to be arranged so that they end up  
in the correct order

(p.27) because for two sixteen page signatures the folder  
has to be set up only once to deal with the whole job,  
for one sixteen, one eight and one four page signature  
the folder has to be set up three times

(p.27 and p.156) it has been bound by being stapled  
along the fold

(p.26) work-and-turn format – press grabs the sheet along 
the same gripper edge for both print runs which means 
image on one side can be registered to the image on the 
reverse; work-and-tumble format – sheets are turned over 
along the short edge so the gripper edge changes which 
makes it more difficult if not impossible to properly register 
both sides of the job to each other; paper needs to be cut 
square beforehand; sheetwise – separate plates are needed 
to print both sides of the sheet

(p.29) ‘key’

(p.29 and p.155) an interference pattern caused by the dot 
grids (screens) of two or more colours in an image being set 
at incorrect angles which causes the dots to collide unevenly

(p.31) c. 45˚

(p.31) b. dots per inch

(p.31) use of stochastic or frequency-modulated screens, 
Pantone Inc
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Chapter 3
Understanding Colour

(p.34) False, shown using RGB

(p.34) different colours of light

(p.34) because in theory the C, M and Y components 
combine to absorb all light and produce black

(p.35)
a. red   cyan
b. green   magenta
c. blue   yellow

(p.35) turn off all the colours

(p.35) you can’t

(p.36) Carbon is the pigment usually used to print black 

(p.36) False, need to turn on R and G and turn off B

(p.41) displays over 3000 CMYK colour combinations  
on coated stock, chromatically arranged; select colour,  
read what CMYK tint specification is and enter those  
values for a new colour in your design software

(p.42) rod and cone; rod cells – pick up only light intensity 
and do not transmit colour information, cone cells – pick up 
only colour, but they are selective

(p.42) few things in the natural environment which are red  
so if red was visible usually meant somebody was wounded 
or something was on fire, colour could thus trigger immediate 
action in a way no other colours could

(pp.43–45) backwards calibration or using calibration 
software such as Spyder 3
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Chapter 4: 
Calibrating a Greyscale Image

(p.48) False, when you make a non-digital transfer

(p.48 and p.154) when a halftone image is physically  
(rather than digitally) transferred from one medium to  
another the dots tend to change size (technically the  
change undergone by the 50% dot is called ‘dot gain’, 
although the term has come to refer more to changes  
across the entire tonal range)

(p.48) b. 12% to 20%

(p.49) to check on dot-gain; a dot-gain test strip

(p.49 and p.154) to measure the density of ink on 
a printed sheet

(p.51 and p.155) a. 256

(p.57) contrast; Curves

Chapter 5: 
Bitmaps and Pixel Depth

(p.60 and p.154) bit – a single unit of binary information, 
which can either be ‘on’ or ‘off’ (pixel); bit depth – how many 
colours a pixel can display; this affects the amount of digital 
space it occupies

(p.60) Monitors display pixels on a grid of its own resolution, 
typically 96 pixels to the linear inch.

(p.60) a ‘bitmap’, two

(p.62) c. graphics interchange format

(p.62) the part of the image that holds all the information  
for any one of the component colours

(p.62) its optical scanning resolution i.e. the resolution it can 
scan before it starts interpolating the image resolution

(p.63) True
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Chapter 6:
Calibrating Colour Images

(p.66) because the shadow density is carried by four  
colours instead of one

(p.66 and p.155) when the ink is unable to stick to the  
paper and peels back off onto the rollers of the printing  
press instead

(p.67) c. grey component replacement

(p.67) False, C, M and Y are designed to be transparent  
and black opaque

(p.69 and p.154) When a colour image has an overall 
appearance of too much of a particular colour it is said  
to have a colour cast of that hue.

(p.71) ‘plus-colour cast’ – caused by too much of a particular 
colour; ‘minus-colour cast’ – caused by too little of a 
particular colour

(p.71) Variations

(p.72) certain conventions about colour developed by the 
International Colour Consortium and used by graphics 
programs to determine their own colour-management 
workflow. Idea is to give consistency to images wherever  
they are displayed throughout the entire work process –  
from screen to finished website or printing.

(p.72) A CMS setting applies a colour profile to an image, 
which it tags with a description of how the colours included 
within it map to a particular colour space. 
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Chapter 7: 
Good and Bad Image Formats...and Others!

(p.78) TIFF files, EPS files, PSD files

(p.78) tagged image file format; can be simple bitmaps, 
greyscale images, RGB or CMYK, each pixel is allowed  
to be anything it wants to be within the given range of the 
image and applied colour profile

(p.78) False, are same i.e. resolution-dependent

(pp.78–79) bitmapped ones can only display the amount  
of information captured during their creation i.e. have a fixed 
resolution based on the number of pixels to the inch
true EPS image can only be seen when printed

(p.80) A vector outline drawn on an image that acts as  
a mask is known as a clipping path.

(p.80) b. anti-aliasing

(pp.83–84) duotones, DCS and PDF

(p.85) portable document format; very difficult to edit once 
created and saved

(pp.86–87) a multi-layer format used to generate the 
appearance of the final image, whether it is for print or web 
use; allows you to see the actual image, can work with the 
various layers in page layout, can also save duotones, 
clipping paths and even spot-colour channels in this format

(p.88) c. portable network graphics

(p.89) means that at whatever quality level you choose to 
save it, you are losing information that you will never get back

(p.89) Optimization

(p.90) always RGB or indexed colour, have always been 
saved as JPEGs, GIFs or PNGs, resolution is usually 
described as being 72dpi

(p.92) False, 300dpi
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Chapter 8: 
Resolution and Scanning

(p.98) dpi – which determines how many pixels there are  
per inch of image; physical size of the image as it will appear 
on the page

(p.98) what kind of paper is being used i.e. coated/uncoated
for printing on uncoated paper line-screen value of halftones 
does not need to be higher than 133lpi; for printing on coated 
paper line-screen value needs to be at least 150lpi

(p.98) b. lines per inch

(p.98) double the line-screen value that you are going 
to end up with

(p.98) things start to slow down, have to wait for screen  
to redraw every time you do anything; save the images as 
‘lo-res RGB’ for use in layouts

(p.103) copyright; all the correct screen angles for the CMYK 
colours have already been taken

(p.103) as scanner moves across the image it captures whole 
rows of pixels at a time, each one of which is called a sample

(p.103) use the descreening mode on the scanner

Chapter 9: 
Trapping 

(p.105) in printing where one colour is allowed to very slightly 
overprint another where the edges of the two touch

(p.106) False, need to apply trapping where it is needed in 
Illustrator, Corel or Photoshop images

(p.106) c. raster image processing

(p.106) the means by which vector information (e.g.  
a PostScript or PDF file) is converted into a printable  
‘raster’ image i.e. one made up of the dots output by  
the imaging device
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(p.106) True

(p.107) add an outline of 0.25pt to an object and set  
it to overprint

(p.109) where ink on one sheet transfers to the unprinted  
side of the sheet that lands on top of it in the pile after they 
have both gone through the press

(p.109) to avoid set-off and ensure black is even and dense 
and not patchy or streaky

(p.109) 30% cyan, magenta and yellow together with  
a 100% black

(p.112) in the trim and registration marks

Chapter 10: 
Using Pantone Colours

(p.115) allows client to see and select from several thousand 
colours which can’t be created with CMY and K printed  
on coated or uncoated white stock

(p.116) provide a wet proof which uses the real Pantone  
inks and paper

(p.117) the CMYK inks will show through

(p.121) metallic formula guide, pastel formula guide,  
four-colour process guide
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Chapter 12: 
Preparing for the Printer

(p.136) send them as separate items; high-resolution  
as CMYK or greyscale TIFF, EPS, PDF or PSD format

(p.136) False, ‘for position only’

(p.136) that has all the fonts needed to print the job

(p.137) a complete print out

(pp.137–138) that they will call you if any problems
check about trapping; confirmation of final quantity, paper 
stock, price and delivery; make sure type has not reflowed 
before running out a proof; that printer knows if job is 
date-specific; number of copies expect to receive and that 
can’t accept less

(p.142) because PDFs are easier to deal with  and don’t 
require the knowledge base responsibility for getting the job 
right is in the hands of the graphic designer, all printer has  
to do is print it

(p.152) over-run – where printer produces more copies than 
requested; under-run – where printer produces fewer copies 
than requested; 10%
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